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Hypergraph Spectral Clustering for Point Cloud
Segmentation

Songyang Zhang, Shuguang Cui, Fellow, IEEE and Zhi Ding, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—Hypergraph spectral analysis has emerged as an
effective tool processing complex data structures in data analysis.
The surface of a three-dimensional (3D) point cloud and the
multilateral relationship among their points can be naturally
captured by the high-dimensional hyperedges. This work investi-
gates the power of hypergraph spectral analysis in unsupervised
segmentation of 3D point clouds. We estimate and order the
hypergraph spectrum from observed point cloud coordinates.
By trimming the redundancy from the estimated hypergraph
spectral space based on spectral component strengths, we develop
a clustering-based segmentation method. We apply the proposed
method to various point clouds, and analyze their respective
spectral properties. Our experimental results demonstrate the
effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed segmentation method.

Index Terms—Hypergraph, point cloud, signal processing,
spectral clustering, segmentation.

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH the proliferation of virtual reality (VR) and aug-
mented reality (AR), three-dimensional (3D) point

clouds have been widely adopted as an efficient representation
for 3D objects and their surroundings in many applications
[1]. One common processing task on 3D point clouds is
unsupervised segmentation. The goal of point cloud segmen-
tation is to identify points in a cloud with similar features for
clustering into their respective regions [2]. These partitioned
regions should be physically meaningful. Practical examples
include the work of [3] which segments human posture point
clouds for behavior analysis by partitioning human bodies into
different semantic body parts. Segmentation facilitates point
cloud analysis in various applications, such as object tracking,
object classification, feature extraction, and feature detection.

Among a myriad of methods proposed to segment point
clouds, spectral clustering is commonly used in unsupervised
scenarios [4], [5]. By first modeling point clouds as graphs,
one can derive graph spectral space to apply spectral cluster-
ing in segmentation [6]. In [3], the authors further applied
surface normals in spectral clustering to segment human
bodies. Other graph-based spectral clustering methods include
graph partitioning [7] and spanning trees [8]. Generally, these
graph spectral clustering methods can achieve good results
and require less prior-konwledge on the datasets [2], [9].
Moreover, one can establish a natural connection between the
point cloud features and the corresponding graph structure
for analysis [10]. However, despite their successes, graph-
based methods still exhibit shortcomings, such as the low
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construction efficiency of graph models. Traditional graphs
are constructed according to distance or similarity between
data samples, e.g., using Guassian kernels [11]. However, these
constructions are purely based on observations without prior
knowledge of graph models, making them sensitive to noise
with difficulty to tune the hyper-parameters [12]. Moreover,
even graph models from physical networks could be partially
observed, the construction of a suitable graph remains an open
challenge. Furthermore, regular graph edges only connect two
nodes and, thus, can only model pairwise relationships. Since
surfaces in a point cloud usually contain more than two nodes,
point-to-point graph edges are ill-equipped to model such more
complex multilateral relationships. For these reasons, we are
motivated to develop more general hypergraph models.

Hypergraphs are high-dimensional generalization of graphs.
Unlike edges in graphs that can only model the pairwise
relationship of two nodes, each hyperedge in a hypergraph
connects more than two nodes. The high-dimensionality of
hyperedges can directly characterize the multilateral relation-
ship of multiple points in a point cloud. Thus, hypergraph
can conveniently model point clouds. Moreover, motivated by
graph signal processing (GSP) [13], hypergraph-based signal
processing tools can provide novel alternative definitions of
hypergraph spectral space for spectral clustering [14], [15].
More specifically, in [14], a hypergraph is constructed accord-
ing to distances and the hypergraph spectrum is derived with
tensor decomposition. However, such distance-based hyper-
graph construction is deficient in measuring efficiency, and
the tensor decomposition can also be time-consuming.

To overcome the aforementioned shortcomings, we propose
a novel method of spectral clustering segmentation based on
the hypergraph signal processing (HGSP) [14] for the gray-
scale point clouds. We first propose to estimate the spectral
components based on the hypergraph stationary process before
ordering the components in accordance to their frequency
coefficients. Removing information redundancy based on spec-
trum order, a spectral clustering can be implemented on key
spectrum components for point cloud segmentation. We test
the proposed segmentation method on multiple gray-scale
point cloud datasets to validate its effectiveness and efficiency.
Note that, since point cloud segmentation only requires a
general order of the hypergraph spectrum to extract key
information, it is insensitive to the noise. We approximate the
frequency coefficients to reduce complexity while bypassing
explicit denosing. Furthermore, experimental results validate
the robustness of the proposed method in a noisy environ-
ment. However, many other applications may require explicit
calculation of frequency coefficients and must overcome the
noise effects. For these problems with different objectives, we
present different methodologies in [22].
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II. PRELIMINARY

This section presents a brief overview on the fundamen-
tals of HGSP [14]. Within the HGSP framework, a hyper-
graph with N nodes and the largest number of nodes M
connected by any hyperedge, is represented by an M th-

order N -dimensional adjacency tensor A ∈ R
N×N×···×N︸ ︷︷ ︸

M times ,
which can be also decomposed via orthogonal CANDE-
COMP/PARAFAC (CP) decomposition [16]-[18], i.e., A =
(ai1i2···iM ) ≈

∑N
r=1 λr · fr ◦ ... ◦ fr︸ ︷︷ ︸

M times

, where ◦ is the tensor

outer product [14], fr’s are orthonormal bases called spectral
components, and λr’s are frequency coefficients related to
hypergraph frequency. Note that the hyperedges with fewer
nodes than M are normalized with weights as described in
[14], [19]. With the definition of hypergraph spectrum, a sup-
porting matrix Ps = 1

λmax
VΣVT can be defined to capture

the overall spectral information, where V = [f1, · · · , fN ]
and Σ = diag(λr) ∈ RN×N . We refer readers to [14] for
additional discussions and properties of the supporting matrix.

Because of page limitation, we shall refrain from elaborating
in detail many fundamental aspects of HGSP. Interested read-
ers can find important concepts, such as hypergraph Fourier
transform, HGSP filter design, and sampling theory in [14].

III. SEGMENTATION

Our proposed segmentation method targets gray-scale point
clouds consisting of N points. Such point clouds can be
represented by s = [X1 X2 X3] ∈ RN×3 where Xi

captures the N -point positions in the i−th coordinate. There
are three stages in the proposed segmentation: 1) estimate the
hypergraph spectral space, 2) order and select the principal
hypergraph spectrum, and 3) segment via clustering in the
reduced hypergraph spectral space. In the first stage, instead
of decomposing the constructed hypergraph, we estimate the
hypergraph spectrum directly from observed point clouds
based on the hypergraph stationary process. This approach by-
passes explicit hypergraph construction since the representing
tensor is memory-inefficient and its orthogonal-CP decompo-
sition is time-consuming. We then estimate the distribution of
hypergraph frequency coefficients according to a measure of
smoothness, and order the spectrum based on the hypergraph
frequency. Finally, we identify the low frequency spectral
contents and cluster in the optimized spectral space.

A. Estimation of Hypergraph Spectral Space

We begin with the estimation of hypergraph spectrum. In
[20], a graph stationary process is defined within the GSP
framework to describe the stationary property of the graph
shifting. Moreover, [21] proposes a method to estimate the
graph spectral components under the assumption of stationar-
ity for the observed dataset. For point cloud datasets, the three
coordinates of each point can be interpreted as observations
of a node from three different viewpoints, which reflects the
structural information embedded in the spectrum. Thus, we
can estimate the hypergraph spectrum components based on
hypergraph stationary processing.

In [14], a polynomial filter can be defined with a supporting
matrix to capture the spectral information of adjacency tensor.
Let E(·) denote expectation and (·)H denote conjugate trans-
pose. The hypergraph stationary process is defined as follows.

Definition 1. (Weak-Sense Stationary Process) A stochastic
signal x ∈ RN is weak-sense stationary (WSS) over hyper-
graph with supporting matrix Ps iff for all integers τ ≥ 0,

E[x] = E[Pτx] (1)

E[(Pτ1x)((PH)τ2x)H ] = E[(Pτ1+τx)((PH)τ2−τx)H ] (2)

where P = λmaxPs and Pτ = Pτ .

Condition (1) requires constant mean for stochastic signals
over hypergraph, consistent with traditional definition of WSS
stochastic processes. Based on the transpose relationship, PH

can be interpreted as propagation in an opposite direction of P.
Hence, condition (2) implies that the covariance of stationary
signals only depends on the difference between two steps, i.e.,
τ1 + τ2. With the definition of hypergraph stationary process,
we have the following property.

Theorem 1. A stochastic signal x is WSS if and only if it
has zero-mean and its covariance matrix has the same eigen-
vectors as the hypergraph spectrum basis, i.e., E[x] = 0 and
E[xxH ] = VΣxVH , where V is the hypergraph spectrum.

Proof. Since the hypergraph spectrum basis are orthonormal,
we have VVT = I. Then, the τ -step shifting based on
supporting matrix can be calculated as

Pτ = VΛPVTVΛPVT · · ·VΛPVT︸ ︷︷ ︸
τ times

(3)

= VΛτPVT . (4)

Now, the Eq. (1) can be written as

E[x] = VΛτPVTE[x]. (5)

Since VΛτPVT does not always equal to I, Eq. (1) holds for
arbitrary supporting matrix and τ if and only if E[x] = 0.

Next we show the sufficiency and necessity of the condition
in Eq. (1). The condition in Eq. (2) can be written as

Pτ1E[xxH ]((P)Hτ2)H = Pτ1+τE[xxH ]((P)Hτ2−τ )H . (6)

Considering Eq. (4) and the fact that hypergraph spectrum is
real, Eq. (2) is equivalent to

VΛτ1P VHE[xxH ]VΛτ2P VH = VΛτ1+τP VHE[xxH ]VΛτ2−τP VH ,
(7)

which can be written as

(VHE[xxH ]V)ΛτP = ΛτP(VHE[xxH ]V). (8)

If Eq. (8) holds for arbitrary P, (VHE[xxH ]V) should be
diagonal, which indicates E[xxH ] = VΣxVH . Thus, the
sufficiency of the condition is proved.

Similarly, we can apply Eq. (1) on both sides of Eq. (2),
we can establish the necessity of the condition in Eq. (1).

This property indicates that, we can estimate the hyper-
graph spectral components from the eigenspace of the co-
variance matrix. Accordingly, a hypergraph-based spectrum
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estimation can be developed. Given a gray-scale point cloud
s = [X1 X2 X3] ∈ RN×3, we can treat each Xi as an
observation of the point data and normalize them to zero-mean.
Assuming signals to be hypergraph WSS, through normaliza-
tion of observations we can directly obtain the hypergraph
spectrum from their covariance matrix.

B. Estimation of the Spectrum Distribution

One important issue in spectral clustering is the ranking of
the spectral components in order to identify and remove some
less critical and redundant information. Within the framework
of HGSP, we rank the spectral components according to their
(nonnegative) frequency coefficients in descending order to
relatively order spectral components from low frequency to
high frequency [14]. Clearly, the problem lies in estimating
the spectrum distribution. In practical applications, large-scale
networks are often sparse, thereby making it meaningful to
infer that most entries of the hypergraph representing tensor
in typical datasets are zero [23]. In addition, signal smoothness
is a widely-used assumption when estimating the underlying
structure of graphs and hypergraphs [24]. We formulate a
general estimation of hypergraph coefficients as

min
λ

Smooth(s,λ, fr) + β||A||2T (9)

s.t. A =
N∑
r=1

λr · fr ◦ ... ◦ fr︸ ︷︷ ︸
M times

, A ∈ A. (10)

Here, ||A||2T = λTλ is the tensor norm [22], and the set
A includes the prior information on the tensor types, e.g.,
adjacency or Laplacian. The optimization problem in Eq. (3) is
similar to the traditional hypergraph learning framework [25],
[26], i.e., minf Remp(f)+µΩ(f), where Remp is the empirical
loss and Ω is a regularizer on the hypergraph. The major
differences lie in the choice of loss functions. Specifically, we
use a tensor-based smoothness function and energy regularizer,
whereas many traditional hypergraph learning works typically
focus on the matrix-based Laplacian [27], [28].

Instead of the exact calculation of frequency coefficients,
our 3D point cloud segmentation only requires a general idea
on the distribution of frequency coefficients. Thus, we can
simplify the problem as follows. First, we limit our tensor
order to M = 3, i.e., each hyperedge has girth 3, since
3 nodes are the required minimum to construct a surface.
We then use the total variation based on supporting matrix,
denoted by TV(s) = ||s−Pss||22, to describe the smoothness
over the estimated hypergraph. In addition, we set the first
eigenvector in the covariance matrix of observations as the
spectrum component corresponding to λmax to maintain the
information of the observed signals.

Let σ = λ/λmax = [σ1 σ2 · · · σN ]T . The formula-
tion to estimate the spectrum distribution can be rewritten as

min
σ

3∑
i=1

||Xi −PsXi||22 + βσTσ (11)

s.t. 0 ≤ σr ≤ σ1 = 1; (12)
N∑
r=1

σrfr,i1fr,i2fr,i3 ≥ 0, i1, i2, i3 = 1, · · · , N. (13)

Note that the constraint (13) indicates that the tensor A is
an adjacency tensor here, and can be modified or relaxed for
specific applications. The constraint (12) is the the nonnegative
constraints on the factor matrices [16]. Thus, the formulation is
convex and can be readily solved by using numerical recipes.

C. Segmentation based on Hypergraph Spectral Clustering

With the estimated spectrum components and frequency
coefficients, we can directly propose a segmentation method
based on spectral clustering. The detailed steps are summa-
rized as Alogrithm 1. Usually, we can define a threshold in
Step 7. We will provide more information on selecting the
leading components in Section IV.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

We test the performance of the proposed method along with
traditional graph-based methods and k-means clustering.

Experiment Setup: To implement k-means, we cluster over
each row of the point cloud coordinates. For the hypergraph
spectral clustering, we select the first E key spectrum compo-
nents according to frequency coefficients until a steep drop to
the next (i.e., the (E + 1)-th) coefficient. Typically, the first
two or three elements sufficiently satisfy this criterion. When
optimizing the frequency coefficients, an efficient β lies in
0.1-10 depending on the specific datasets. For the graph-based
clustering, a Gaussian-graph model [10] is applied to encode
the local geometry information through an adjacency matrix
W ∈ RN×N . Let si ∈ R1×3 be the ith point coordinate.
The edge weight between points i and j is calculated as
Wij = exp

(
− ||si−sj ||

2
2

δ2

)
if ||si − sj ||22 ≤ t; otherwise,

Algorithm 1 Hypergraph Spectral Clustering
1: Input: Point cloud dataset s = [X1,X2,X3] ∈ RN×3

and the number of clusters k.
2: Calculate the mean of each row in s, i.e., s =

(X1 + X2 + X3)/3;
3: Normalize the original point cloud data to zero-mean in

each row, i.e., s′ = [X1 − s,X2 − s,X3 − s];
4: Calculate eigenvectors {f1, · · · , fN} for R(s′) = s′(s′

H
);

5: Estimate frequency coefficients σr’s by solving Eq. (11);
6: Rank frequency components fr’s based on their corre-

sponding frequency coefficients σr in the decreasing order.

7: Find the first E leading spectral components fr with larger
σr and construct a spectrum matrix M ∈ RN×E with
columns as the leading spectrum components.

8: Cluster the rows of M using k-means clustering.
9: Cluster node i into partition j if the ith row of M is

assigned to jth cluster.
10: Output: k partitions of the point clouds.
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(a) HGSP (b) GSP (c) Laplacian (d) Kmeans

Fig. 1. Results of Segmentation.

(a) 400 Samples. (b) 1400 Samples. (c) 3400 Samples.

Fig. 2. HGSP Segmentation with Different Samples.

Wij = 0. Here, the variance δ and the threshold t are
parameters to control the edge weights. GSP spectrum is
derived from the matrix W. We also test the Laplacian matrix
L = D− S, where S is the unweighted adjacency matrix and
D is the diagonal matrix of node degree,

Overall Performance: We first compare different methods
in the animal datasets in [29]-[32]. The overall results are
shown in Fig. 1. The test results show that HGSP-based
method, GSP-based method, and k-means clustering exhibit
similar performance by clustering limbs and torsos. Inter-
estingly, our HGSP method can further distinguish tails and
different legs. Especially for the gorilla dataset in the second
row of Fig. 1, HGSP spectral clustering segments different
limbs with four different colors, whereas other methods fail
to do so. We can see that the hypergraph model captures the
overall structural information of 3D point cloud better than
traditional graphs. The Laplacian-based method accentuates
the details of some complex structures. For example, in the
gorilla dataset, Laplacian-based method further distinguishes
feet from legs and hands from arms, respectively. Generally,
HGSP-based spectral clustering presents clearer segmentation
of the main features for the point cloud datasets.

Numerical Comparison: To provide comprehensive numer-
ical comparison between different methods, we also compare
the Silhouette index and mean accuracy of different methods
in the ShapeNet Datasets [33], [34]. In the ShapeNet datasets,

(a) Clean Point Cloud. (b) With SNR=32 dB (c) With SNR=25 dB.

Fig. 3. HGSP Segmentation under Different Noise.

there are 16 categories of objects with labels in 2-6 classes. We
test the average Silhouette and mean accuracy by randomly
picking 50 point clouds from each category. The result is
shown in Table II. From the result, we can see that the
HGSP-based method provides the largest Silhouette indices
(indicating the best inner-cluster fitting) and the highest mean
accuracy. Although these numerical results are valuable, larger
mean accuracy does not necessarily imply better performance
in unsupervised clustering. For example, in Fig. 4, although the
segmentation results differ from ground truth, these results still
make sense by grouping two wings to different classes. Often,
visualization can be a more suitable performance assessment.
Additional visualized results could be found in Fig. 9.

Distribution of Eigenvalues: We are interested in the rea-
sons behind the performance differences of different graphical
methods. To explore the reasons behind such differences, we
examine the distributions of eigenvalues or the frequency
coefficients of different methods in the specific horse point

TABLE I
RUNNING TIME OF DIFFERENT METHODS (IN SECONDS)

Gorilla(2048 nodes) Wolf(3400 nodes) Cat(3400 nodes)
GSP 7.05 24.982 24.812

HGSP 2.771 11.451 11.335
Laplacian 4.662 15.579 15.773
k-Means 0.016 0.014 0.013
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TABLE II
COMPARISON IN SHAPENET DATASETS

HGSP GSP Laplacian K-means
Silhouette 0.56748 0.25756 0.137381 0.55894
Accuracy 0.58928 0.55321 0.502275 0.57699

(a) Ground Truth. (b) HGSP Results.

Fig. 4. Segmentation and Ground Truth.

cloud shown in Fig. 5. In different rounds of the experiment,
we randomly sample 400, 1400, 2400 and 3400 points from
the original horse point cloud and calculate the eigenvalues
from different methods. The results are shown in Fig. 6, Fig.
7 and Fig. 8. The Y-axis is the normalized eigenvalues or
frequency coefficients. The X-axis is the eigenvalue order,
i.e., Posi = i/N for the ith eigenvalue of N nodes. From
the results, we can see that the HGSP-based method and
GSP-based method have quite similar distributions, which
indicate that their feature information is more concentrated
in the first few key spectral components.Moreover, the HGSP-
based method delivers a sharper curve than the GSP-based
method. As mentioned in [35], a larger eigengap would lead
to better clustering results, which should be responsible for
the performance difference between the HGSP-based and
GSP-based methods. Unlike adjacency-based methods, the
distribution of eigenvalues of the Laplacian is rather different
as shown in Fig. 8. In contrast to the Laplacian-based method,
the HGSP-based method makes it easier to identify the vital
information. This difference in eigenvalue distribution can
account for the performance difference between the Laplacian-
based segmentation and those based on adjacency.

Complexity and Robustness: We also test on datasets for
different numbers of samples and noise effect. The results are
shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. The HGSP spectral clustering
remains robust for either noisy data or down-sampled data.
We compare the computation runtime of different methods
over the animal datasets. From results summarized in Table I,
it is not surprising that the k-means method is the fastest, since
graph-based methods require the additional step of spectrum
estimation before clustering. The GSP-based and Laplacian-
based methods require more computation, primarily because
the computations needed to form the graph structure, whereas
our proposed method directly estimates the HGSP spectral
components. In particular, we only require an approximate
distribution of the frequency coefficients to complete the
segmentation task. Since the power of estimated coefficients
is mainly concentrated in the first few spectral components
shown as the optimized distribution in Fig. 6, a faster im-
plementation can be done with the knowledge of the key
estimated hypergraph spectra.

V. CONCLUSION

This work proposes a novel segmentation method for 3D
point clouds based on hypergraph spectral clustering. We

Fig. 5. Horse Point Cloud. Fig. 6. HGSP Coefficients.

Fig. 7. GSP Eigenvalues. Fig. 8. Laplacian Eigenvalues.

first estimate the hypergraph spectral space via hypergraph
stationary processing before ranking the spectral components
according to their frequency coefficients. We further introduce
a robust segmentation algorithm that utilizes the estimated
hypergraph spectrum pairs. The test results over multiple
point cloud datasets clearly demonstrate the advantages of the
proposed method and the power of HGSP in 3D point clouds.
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